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This paper discusses the existence, uniqueness, and asymptotic behavior of 
solutions to the equation u(t) + J-i a(t - s) AU(E) ds = f(t), where A is a maximal 
monotone operator mapping the reflexive Banach space V into its dual V’. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years the abstract Volterra integral equation 
u(t) + s,’ a(t - s) Au(s) ds = f(t), 0 -< t -< T, (1.1) 
where u(t) is a real-valued function and A is a nonlinear operator from one 
abstract space to another, has received considerable attention. Most of the work 
on (1.1) has been for the case where A is a maximal monotone operator mapping 
a real Hilbert space H into itself. Theorems concerning existence, uniqueness, 
and asymptotic behavior of solutions to (I. 1) can be found in [l, 2,4-6, 8, 121. 
The setting in which A is an m-accretive operator defined on a real Banach 
space has also been studied by Crandall and Nohel [5]. 
The authors of this paper intend to study (1.1) when A is a maximal monotone 
operator mapping a real reflexive Banach space T/‘into its dual r. The techniques 
used in the proofs continue and extend those of Gripenberg [6] and Crandall and 
Nohel [5] in Theorems 1 and 2; and those of Barbu [l], Crandall et al. [4], and 
the authors [9, lo] in Theorems 3 and 4. 
The paper consists of seven sections. Sections 2 and 3 contain the statements 
of our existence and asymptotic results, respectively, while Sections 4, 5, and 6 
contain their proofs. Section 7 has several examples. 
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2. EXISTENCE RESULTS 
Throughout this paper V will denote a real reflexive Banach space conti- 
nuously and densely imbedded in a real Hilbert space H. Identifying H with its 
dual H’ we have 
T.’ C H C V’, (2.1) 
where H is also continuously and densely imbedded in V’, the dual of V. By 
11 . I), 1 * I, and 11 * II* we shall denote the norms of V, H, and V’, respectively. 
The duality pairing between V and V’ is denoted by [., .] and the inner product 
on H by (e, .). We note that if X, y  E V, then [x, y] = (x, y). 
Let A be a single-valued maximal monotone operator from V to k”, with 
D(A) = V. We shall also assume that A satisfies the growth conditions 
II Au II* G cdl + II 1~ ll”-9, UE v, (Al) 
w  II u IID < ~2 + [u, 4, UE v, 642) 
where cr , cs , and w are positive constants and p is a fixed constant, I < p < co. 
Let A, denote the monotone operator on H defined by D(A,) = 
{xEV;AxEH),AHx=Ax.Itf 11 o ows from (A,) that A as a map from V to V’, 
is coercive, and this implies that Ali is maximal monotone. This along with (A,) 
and (A,) implies that D(A,) is dense in H (cf. Lemma 2). 
Concerning the kernel function a(t) we assume that 
a(t) E AC[O, T], a(O) > 0, and u’(t) E BqO, T], 0 < T < co. (ar) 
Our basic existence result for (1.1) is the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let (AJ, (A,), and (ar) be satisfied. Then for every f~ 
W*p’[O, T; V] (l/p + l/p’ = 1) with f(0) E H, there exists a unique u(t) satisjjhg 
(1.1) for 0 < t < T, and 
u ELP[O, T; V] n CIO, T; H] n AC[O, T; V’], 
$ , Au cLP’[O, T; V’]. 
(2.2) 
For some applications (A,) is too strong (cf. [ll, p. 1631); however, the 
conclusions of Theorem 1 are still valid under weaker hypotheses. Let q(e) denote 
a seminorm on V and assume that q~ and A satisfy 
II u II < 4 24 I + T(4h UE v, 
$yu) < c2 + 1% Au], UE v, 
(4 
where 01 and c2 are some positive constants. 
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THEOREM 2. Let (A,), (Aa), and (a,) hold. Let f satisfy the hypothesis of 
Theorem 1. If  2 < p or if 1 < p < 2 and a’(O) < 0, then (1.1) has a unique solution 
sutisfring (2.2). 
The differentiability condition onf can be dropped if we require f(t) E V a.e., 
rather than f(t) E V’ a.e. More precisely, we have 
THEOREM 3. Let (AJ. (A,), and (aI) hold, and suppose that V is also separable. 
Let f~ LP[O, T; I’]. Then (1.1) has a unique solution u(t) such that 
UEL”[O, T; V], Au E Lp’[O, T; V’], 
s 
t Au(s) ds ELP[O, T; V]. 
(2.3) 
0 
We are also able to show existence of solutions to (1.1) with slightly different 
conditions on the kernal function u(t): 
a(t) E ,4C[O, T], 40) > 0, 
a(t) of positive type on [0, 61, 0<6<T, 
(4 
where positive type means that for any continuous real-valued function g(t) on 
[0,6] we have jig(t) $, u(t - s) g(s) dsdt > 0. The function 1 - W satisfies 
(a*) (S = 1) but not (ai). 
THEOREM 4. Let V be a separable Bunuch space. Let (A,), (At), and (ae) hold. 
Let f~ LP[O, T; V]. Then (1. I) has a sohtion (possibZy not unique) u(t) sutisfring 
(2.3). 
Regarding the separability condition on V in the above two theorems we refer 
the reader to the remark after Lemma 5. 
4 special case of Theorem 4 which arises when I is a Hilbert space and 
p = 2 was considered by Barby [l]. S’ mce Barbu was concerned with the case 
T = co he assumed that A satisfied (A;) and (A.$ below and that A was 
hemicontinuous. 
Theorems 3 and 4 also generalize some of the results contained in [9, lo]. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR 
In order to study the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of (1. l), conditions 
(A,) and (As) need to be strengthened. We now assume 
II AuII* < Cl II 7.4 IIP-l, UE v, (Ai) 
w II u IV < [UP Au19 UE v. (Ai) 
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It turns out that the behavior at infinity of the solutions to (l.l), when this 
equation can be differentiated, depends strongly upon some properties of the 
resolvent function of a’(t). We therefore first define this function and then state a 
lemma listing some of its properties which will be used later. 
The resolvent function r(t) of a’(t) is defined to be the unique solution of the 
scalar equation 
y(t) + a’ * y(t) = -u’(t), (3.1) 
where a’ * r(t) = ji a’(t - S) r(s) ds. 
LEMMA 1. Let u(t) satisfy (ar) with a(O) = 1. Let r(t) satisfy (3.1). Then 
(i) r(t) E BqO, T] and u(t), w(t) satisfy u + u * w =f if and only if they 
sutisfyu+Y*u+ 1 *v=f+r*f. 
(ii) If in addition u(t) >, 0, u’(t) < 0, 0 < t < 00, and u(m) = 
lb, u(t) > 0, then Y  ELl[O, 00). 
(iii) If a E Cl[O, 00) n C2(0, oo), &)(t) > 0, 0 < t < 00, k = 0, 1, 2, 
and u”(t)/u’(t) is nondecreasing on 0 < t < CO, then r(t) is nonincreasing and 
positive. 
We now state our first asymptotic result. 
THEOREM 5. Let (a,), (A;), and (A;) be satisfied for evevy T > 0. In addition, 
suppose that r(t) is positive and nonincreasing foY 0 < t and a’ E L1[O, co). 
(iv) If f E W**‘[O, co; V’], then the solution u(t) of (1 .I) satisfies 
24 sLp[O, 00; V] n Lm[O, 00; HI; 
du (3.2) 
Au, -&- E LP’[O, co; V’] and II WI* - 0 as t-+00. 
(v) If Y  ELl[O, co), f E w;;;‘[o, 00; V’], and f’~L”‘[0, CL); V’], then u(t) 
sutisjies (3.2). 
We remark that sufficient conditions on u(t) which guarantee that r(t) satisfies 
the above hypotheses are contained in Lemma 1. 
A second result of this type is the following. 
THEOREM 6. Let A satisfy (A;) and (A;). Let (aa) hold for all 6 > 0, and 
suppose u’(t) ELI[O, CQ). Let feLP[O, 00; V] and suppose u is a solution to (1.1). 
Then 
u ELB[O, co; V], and I/ u(t) - f(t)l/* -+ 0 us t + co. (3.3) 
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We remark that one cannot expect (u(t) - f(t)) + 0 as t + ec in V; cf. 
Example 2. It is not known whether u(t) - f(t) must converge to zero in H as 
t--too. 
4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
Before proving Theorems 1 and 2 we state and prove a lemma about the 
properties of the operator AH which will be needed below. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose A satisfies (A,) and (Aa). Then 
(vi) A, is a maximal monotone operator from H to H, 
(vii) D(A,) is dense in H. 
Proof. Let I denote the injection of F into V’. It is clear that I + A is a 
maximal monotone operator from I’ into 1”. We claim that (I + A)-l is a 
bounded mapping of R(1+ A) into V. To see this, let y  E R(I + A) and suppose 
(1 y  I/.+ < 1ZI. Let x E V satisfying x -t Ax = y. Multiplying this equation by x 
and using (AJ we have that there are constants Mr and M2 independent of x 
such that 
I x I2 + v,“(x) < Ml I x I + fil2d-4 + C2, (4.1) 
where C, is given by (AJ. Since p > 1, it follows from (4.1) that there is a 
constant M, independent of x such that 
I xl2 + F,“(X) < M, , (4.2) 
and hence by (Aa) again there is a constant MO independent of x so that 
[IsI/ <n-l,. (4.3) 
Thus (I + A)-l is bounded, and since 7/ is reflexive, by [2, Theorem 1.61 we 
have R(1 + A) = V’. It follows immediately from this last statement that we 
also have R(I + AH) = H so A, is maximal monotone. To prove (vii) it suffices 
to show that D(A,) is dense in V. To this end let x0 E I’ and let X, be the unique 
solution of the equation 
xc + cA,,xE = x0. (4.4) 
Multiplying (4.4) by xc we have 
I xc I2 + qJP(xJ < I x0 I I x, I + cc2 > (4.5) 
and hence we have 
{x,} is bounded in H. (4.6) 
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Multiplying (4.4) by A,x, and using (AJ, we get 
@k) + E I Ax, I2 < G + II xo II II Ax, II* . (4.7) 
By (A,) and (As) there are constants MI and M, so that 
~“(4 + E I Ax, I2 < C2 + Ml I x, I p-l + M,~P-‘(x~). (4.8) 
Since p > 1, (4.6) and (4.8) give us 
{v(xJ} is bounded, 
dlxc ---f 0 in H as E --f 0, 
(4.9) 
and by (AJ, (4.6), and (4.9) we have 
{xJ is bounded in V. (4.10) 
By (4.4) and (4.9) we have 
x, -+ x0 in H as E --f 0. (4.11) 
By (4.10) and (4.11) there is a sequence {E,,}, E, -+ 0 as tl --f co, so that 
.x& - x0 weakly in k’ as n + 00. (4.12) 
Hence it follows that D(A,) is dense in V, and since V is assumed to be dense in 
H, (vii) is established. 
Throughout the proofs that follow MI , iPZ2 , etc. will denote generic constants 
which may vary from line to line. 
Proof of Theorem I. Without loss of generality we may assume that a(O) = I ; 
if not, we merely replace A by [a(O)]-’ A. Fix f E wr*P[O, T, v’] with f(0) E H. 
Since His dense in V’, and &A,) is dense in H, there is a sequence{f.} satisfying 
fn E w1J[O, T; HJ, fi E BV[O, T; H], and f%(O) E D(A,) such that fn(0) -+ f(0) 
in H and fn + f in Wr*p’[O, T; V’] as rz -+ co. By [6, Theorem I] there exist 
unique functions u,: [0, T] - H satisfying 
u,(t) is Lipschitz continuous on [0, T], 
Au,(t) EL~[O, T; H], 
un(t) + a * A+) =fn(t), O<t<T. 
(4.13) 
Differentiating (4.13) we have 
u;(s) -t Au,(s) + a’ * Au,(s) = f;(s). (4.14) 
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Multiply (4.14) by Qs) and integrate. By (As) and Young’s inequality we have 
a I %(t)? - 3 I %z(O>12 + w Lt II 4s>llp ds 
< Ml + (( llfh(s)ll$ ds)““(i’ II unW’ ds)l” 
+ (s,” I a’(s)1 ds)(sx II A~,(s)ll$ ds)‘:“(I II un(s)llp ds)lip 
for 0 < t < T. (4.15) 
Since {fn} is bounded in IPJ”[O, T; I”] we have, by (A,) and (4.15) that 
it 1 %@)I2 + w j-” II u,(s)IIp ds 
0 
< Ml + M2 (l” II u,(s)Ilp ds)“’ + JR, (J’b I a’(s)1 ds)(s,” II %(s)ll” A), 
0 
0 < t ,( T (4.16) 
Now pick T’, 0 < T’ < T small enough so that Ms si ( a’(s)1 ds < w/2 for 
0 < t < T’. Then (4.16) becomes 
$ I %&)I” + F Lt I/ u,,(s)Ilp ds < fi’l + A& (s,’ II u,(s)ll” ds)l”, 0 6 t < T’. 
(4.17) 
Hence from (4.14) and (4.17) we have 
(u,J is bounded in .D[O, T’; V] n L”[O, T’; H], 
(4.18) 
(Izu,}, (u:} are bounded in LP’[O, T’; b-‘I. 
Next we show that (u,) is a Cauchy sequence in L5[0, To; H] for some small 
To . Let r(t) be the resolvent function of a’(t), i.e., r(t) is the unique solution of 
(3.1). By a well-known result, Y E BY[O, T], and 
v+a’*v=g ifandonlyifv=g+r*g. (4.19) 
Applying (4.19) to (4.14) with v = Au, and g = f,l - ~~1 , we have 
42(t) + y f d(t) + -%z(q =fh(t> + y *.fh(t>. (4.20) 
Integrating Y * u: by parts, we can rewrite (4.20) as 
44s) + Au,(s) = --r(O) ~(4 + y(s) u,(o) - u, * W) + f;(s) + y *f;(s), 
where u, + dr(s) = ji u,(s - T) MY. 
(4.21) 
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Now write (4.21) with m replacing 11, subtract, multiply by U,+(S) - z&), and 
integrate. We get 
+ N I %(O) - %(ON (Iot I %a(4 - %(~)12 q2 
+ Var(r; 0, t) 1” I U,(S) - u,(s)!~ ds 
0 
+ (1” IIf;@) -.f;,$K’ ds)liR’(~t II ~(4 - z&>I!~ ds)“’ 
+ (I / Y(S)\ ds)(sx IIf; - ,W>lt $‘,.,jot II 44 - GW ds)? 
(4.22) 
where Var(r; 0, t) denotes the total variation of Y on the interval [0, t]. To 
simplify the calculations, let g,., (t) = un(t) - q,,(t). Then by (4.18) and (4.22) 
we have 
+ 2 Var(r; 0, t) + I r(O)1 lt I gm,&)12 ds, 0 < t G T’. (4.23) 
Hence we have 
-I- 2To(Var(y; 0, To) -I- I r(O)1 sup (g,&t)!*. (4.24) 
0<tt7-, 
NOW choose To, 0 < To < T’so that 2T,(Var(r; 0, TO) + 1 y(O)]) < 1. Then by 
(4.24) we have 
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Since u,(O) =f,,(O),f,,(O) -+ f(0) in I-I, andf,, +f in wl*@[O, T,; V’] as n -+ CO, 
(4.25) gives us that 
{u,> is a Cauchy sequence in Lop[O, T,, ; H]. (4.26) 
By (4.18) and (4.26) there is a subsequence {rz& which we will denote by {n}, 
and a function u(t): [0, T,,] -+ V so that 
u, - u weakly in Lp[O, To ; V], 
u, - u strongly inLa[O, T,, ; H], (4.27) 
u’, - u’ weakly in Lp’[O, To ; V’] as 71-03, 
where u’ is the distributional derivative of u(t). Since u, -+ u in Lm[O, To ; V’], 
by [3, Proposition A.61 we have that there is a function u, E AC[O, T,, ; v’] so 
that u(t) = uJt> a.e. for 0 < t < To . Since each un(t) is continuous in H and 
hence in V’ we have that u E C[O, To ; V’]. Thus we have u E AC[O, To ; V’], 
and so u’ exists as a strong derivative in V’. Thus (2.2) is satisfied for T = T,, . 
To complete the existence proof on [0, To] we have to show that u(t) satisfies 
(1.1). To this end, fix x E V. Multiply (4.20) by Us - x and integrate from 
s to t. We have 
$ 1 un(t) - x I2 - 4 1 u,(s) - x I2 + j-’ [uJT) - x, &(T)] dr 
.3 
= - $3 St MT) - 
.s 
x, G(T)) dT + s,” dT)(%(T) - x, %do)) dT 
-t - 
J s 
(Z&(T) - X, 24, * di’(T)) dT + s” [U,(T) - X, f;(T)] dT 
9 
+ f [G(T) - x, r * fh(~)l dT. (4.28) 
8 
Since~~u-~~z-~:jw-~X)2),(u-w,w-~)forallu,w,x~HandAis 
monotone, dividing (4.20) by t - s we get 
UT&(S) - x, %I(t) - u,(s) t-s > 
1 
t <-- 
s t-s s [l&(T) - X, AX] dT 
63 -- 
s t &z(T) - t-s s X, G(T)> dT + & j-” r(T)<%(T) - Xs %(O)> dT s 
1 -- 
s t <‘h(T) - t-s s .1c, u,, * dr(T)) dT + & Jst [G(T) - &f;(T)] dT 
1 
+- s t [%dT) - t-s s X, r * f;(T)] dr. (4.29) 
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By (4.27), letting n --+ co in (4.29) gives us 
E u(s) - x1 
44 - 4s) 
t-s 1 
1 <--- 
s 
t [U(T) - x, Ax dr t-s 8 
r(O) -___ s t-s s t <U(T) - x, U(T)> dT + & f Y(T)+(T) - x, u(0)) d7 s 
1 -- 
s t-s s t <U(T) - X, U * dr(7.)) dT + & 1’ s k(T) - x,f’(T)l dT 
[U(T) - X, Y  *f’(T)] dT. (4.30) 
Then if s is a number for which U’(S) exists and s is a Lebesgue point of the 
functions u, [u, f’], [u, Y  * f ‘I, <u, u t dr>, f’, Y  * f’, u * dr, and Y, we have, 
by letting t + s in (4.30), 
[u(s) - x, u’(s)] < 
- [u(s) - x, Ax] - Y(0) (u(s) - x, u(s)) 
+ y(s) (44 - % u(O)> - <u(s) - x, u * dr(s)) + [u(s) - x, f’(s)] (4.31) 
+ [u(s) - x, 7 * f’(41* 
Hence for almost every s, 0 < s < T,, , we have 
[u(s) - x, -u’(s) + f’(s) + Y c f’(s) - r(O) u(s) + Y(S) u(O) - u * dr(s) - Ax] 2 0 
for every x E V. (4.32) 
Since A is a maximal monotone, (4.32) gives us 
Au(s) = -u’(s) + f ‘(s) + Y *f’(s) - r(0) u(s) + Y(S) u(0) 
-u x dr(s) a.e. 0 < s < T,, 
Since u * dr(s) = --r(O) u(s) + Y(S) u(O) + r * u’(s), (4.33) becomes 
(4.33) 
Au(s) = -u’(s) + f’(S) + Y *f’(s) - Y * u’(s) a.e. 0 Q s < To. (4.34) 
Thus Au E W[O, To ; V’] by (4.27) and (4X), and 
u’(s) + Au(s) + a’ c Au(s) = f’(s) a.e. 0 < s < T,, (4.35) 
by (4.19). Integrating (4.35) h s ows that u(t) is a solution of (1.1) for 0 < t < T, . 
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To show uniqueness on the interval [0, T,,] let ur and u2 be two solutions of 
(1.1) on [0, T,]. Then the same reasoning which led to (4.24) now gives us 
sup I U) - n*(t)1 = 0, 
OS6 r, 
(4.36) 
so u1 = uz on [0, To]. The usual continuation argument can now be used to 
extend our solution to the whole interval [0, T], since To only depends on the 
function r(t). 
Proof of Theorem 2. The only change in the proof of Theorem 1 involves the 
estimates needed to obtain (4.18). Instead of multiplying (4.14) by u,(t), we 
multiply (4.21) by this term and integrate. We get 
3 I %(W + J”ot 9JPb44) ds 
+ s,I b&>, y * fXd1 ds. 
Simple estimates applied to (4.37) give us 
& I %z(t>12 + kt v”b44> ds 
< Ml + n/3, & I u&)12 ds + MS (J’d II G(W ds)-, O<t<T. 
(4.38) 
By (A&, (4.38) becomes 
4 I dt)12 + lt P”(~,M ds 
< MI + M2 s,t I +)I2 ds + Mz (I @W&N ds)l” 
+ Ma (I I u&)l” ds)l”. (4.39) 
A simple estimate applied to the third and fourth terms on the right-hand side 
of (4.39) gives us 
3 I 4)12 + 3 Lt FJY~&)) ds 
<M,+M, Jrd I u&)12 ds + % 0,” I u&)lp ds)2’p> O<t<T. 
The above inequality is true for 1 < p < 00. 
(4.40) 
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Now suppose p 3 2. Since Lp[O, T) LL*[O, 7’1, (4.40) can be strengthened to 
O<t<T. 
(4.41) 
It follows from (4.41) that 
O<t<T. (4.42) 
By Gronwall’s inequality there is a constant M such that 
I un(t)l < M, 0 < t < T, n = 1, 2, 3 ,... . (4.43) 
Combining (A,), (Aa), (4.14) (4.41) and (4.43) we again obtain (4.18) for 
p 22. 
I f  1 < p < 2 and a’(0) < 0 we modify the above argument as follows. A 
further integration by parts allows us to write (4.21) as 
Multiply (4.44) by un(t) and use some obvious estimates to obtain 
< Ml + M, (f /I u,(s)/I~ ds)l” + (Var[r; 0, tl - y(0)) s” I U)12 ds- 
0 0 
(4.45) 
Since Y(O) = -a’(O) > 0 there is a number T’, 0 < T’ < T, so that 
Var[r; 0, t] - Y(O) < 0 for 0 < t < T’. Hence (4.45) can be replaced by 
Q I G)12 + L* @‘(u,(s)) ds < Ml + M, (L’ II ~,(~)llp ds)l”, 0 < t < T’. 
(4.46) 
By (As), and the same estimates used before, we again obtain (4.41) for 
0 < t < T’, and exactly as before, we obtain (4.18) with T = T’. The remainder 
of the proof of Theorem 2 proceeds exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1. 
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5. PROOFS OF LEMMA 1 AND THEOREMS 3 AND 4 
Proof of Lemma 1. (i) We fi rs o serve that if r(t) satisfies (3.1), and t b 
a(O) = 1, then r + a’ * Y = d/dt (a + r), and hence 
a+a*r=l. (5.1) 
The equivalence of the two equations in (i) follows from (5.2) and (5.3) below. 
u+a*v=f*r*u+(r*a)*o=r*f 
ar*u+(l-a)*o=r*f=+r*u+l*v-(f-u) 
Conversely,ifu+r*u+l cv=f+r*fwehave 
u+r*u+(a+a*r)*er=f+r*f 
=.(u--f+a*a)+r*(u-f+a*v)=O 
--u-f+a*w=O. 
That r E BV[O, T] follows from (3.1) and the fact that a’ E SV[O, T]. 
= r *f. 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(ii) Taking the Laplace transform of (3.1) we see, by the Paley-Wiener 
theorem [13, p. 601, that Y  EU(O, ok) if and only if the real part of the Laplace 
transform Re 2(h) # - 1, for Re h > 0. If  Re A 3 0, then ) Re J(X)1 < 
st 1 a’(s)1 ds = a(0) - a( co) < 1, since a(0) = 1 and a(a) > 0. Thus we have 
r E L1(O, co). 
(iii) This result was proved by Gripenberg [7]. 
Before proceeding with the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4 we need a few preli- 
minary lemmas. 
LEMMA 3. Let f  EL”‘[O, T; V’] and suppose 1: f(s) ds ELP[O, T; V]. Let a(t) 
be absolutely continuous on [0, T]. Then there exists a sequence of functions ( fn}rE=, 
such that 
fn(t) E V a.e., and fn + f  in LP’[O, T; V’], (5.4) 
It f&) ds - L’ f(s) ds in Lp[O, T; V], (5.5) 
s 
t a(t - s) fn(s) ds 4 I* a(t - s) f(s) ds in Lp[O, T; V]. (5.6) 
0 0 
Proof. Extend f(t) to all of R by letting it be zero for values of f  outside 
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[0, T]. Let p(t) E P[O, co) such that sr p(s) ds = 1 and supp p C [0, 11. Define 
p,(t) = np(nt). Letf,(t) be defined by 
f-n(t) = j-p, P& - 4 f(s) ds. (5.7) 
Integration by parts gives 
f&> = ~nV4 1” f(4 ds + St P’,P - 4 (I f(4 dh) ds. 
0 0 
(5.8) 
From this we may infer that fn(t) E V a.e. Standard arguments now show that 
fn + f  in LP’[O, T; V’]. To verify (5.5) it suffices to realize that integrating (5.7) 
gives 
~f&J ds = d pn(t - 4 (Jcd f(4 dh) ds. (5.9) 
An integration by parts gives us 
f-’ u(t - s)f,(s) ds = a(0) Ltf,z(s) ds + s,t u’(t - s) (L’fn(A) dh) ds, (5.10) 
‘0 
which combined with (5.5) yields (5.6). 
LEMMA 4. Let u(t) satisfy (al). Let f  cLS’[O, T; v’], and suppose si f(s) ds E 
Lp[O, T; V]. Then there exists a positive constant KT such that if 
s ot [a *f, f ]  ds < d, O<t<T, 
(5.11) 
then 
and 
1 lf(s, ds 1 < KW2, O<t<T, (5.12) 
1 Jot [a * f ,  fl ds 1 < Kd, 0 < t < T. (5.13) 
Proof. We first observe that if si f(s) ds E Lp[O, T; V], then so is a *f = 
$, a(t - s) f(s) ds. W e next note that a more general result than this was proved 
in [4, Theorem (a)] for the case f  E L2[0, T; H], and this immediately generalizes 
to f  E Lp[O, T, Hj. To see that (5.12) and (5.13) follow from (5.11) let fn(t) be as 
in Lemma 3. Then 
-t St [a *f,fl ds e 4 + d, 
0 
(5.14) 
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where d,, -+ 0 as n + co. Since f,, E Lp[O, T, H] we have 
@&)dsj <M4+W2, 
and 
(5.15) 
(5.16) 
Taking limits as n -+ 00 in (5.15) and (5.16), we have (5.12) and (5.13). 
We next define the lifting & of A as a mapping from Lp[O, T, V] to 
Lp’[O, T; V’] by 
w-w = 4w. (5.17) 
Since V is reflexive and A satisfies (Ar) it is easy to show that if u E LP[O, T; V], 
then du is a measurable, V’ valued, function of t contained in Lp’[O, T, V’]; 
cf. [2, Proposition 1 .l, p. 421. Moreover we have the following. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose V is also separable. Let A satisfy (A,) and (A.J. Then & 
is maximal monotone from LP[O, T; V] to L”‘[O, T; V’] and satisjies (A,) and (A,). 
Proof. Since A satisfies (A,) and (A,), the fact that &’ maps LP[O, T; v] into 
LP’[O, T; V’] and also satisfies (AI) and (A2) is immediate. That & is monotone 
is also obvious; thus all that remains to be shown is that it is maximal in the class 
of montone operators. Let x(t), y(t) be contained in L”[O, T; V] and 
LP’[O, T; V’], respectively, and suppose 
s ’ [u(t) - x(t), Au(t) -y(t)] dt 3 0, Vu ELP[O, T; V]. (5.18) 0 
We claim that this implies [V - x(t), Aw - y(t)] 3 0, VW E V a.e. To see this let 
{v~}~-~ be a dense subset of V and let Ei = {t: [vi - x(t), Aq -y(t)] < 0} and 
suppose m(EJ > 0. 
Define 
Then 
u(t) = Of, tEEi, 
= x(t), t E [0, T]\E, . 
S,r [u(t) - x(t), Au(t) -y(t)] dt = S,, [vi - x(t), Aw, -y(t)] dt < 0, (5.19) 
I 
which contradicts (5.18). Thus m(E,) = 0. Let E = UL, Ei . Then m(E) = 0 
and [vi - x(t), Aer, -y(t)] > 0, on [0, T]\E. Since {vi> is dense in V and A 
takes bounded sets into bounded sets we may assume that for any u E V we have a 
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subsequence {Q} of the {wi} such that wK --f u and Av, - Au. Thus for all u E V 
we have [u - x(t), Au - y(t)] > 0 for t E [0, T]\E. Since A is maximal mono- 
tone we now have y(t) = Ax(t), t E [0, T]\E, i.e., y = &x. 
We remark that the separability of I’ was only used to show that & was 
maximal in the class of monotone operators. 
Proof of Theorem 3. We may assume without loss of generality that a(O) = 1. 
Let fn ELP[O, T; V] n kVP’[O, T; I”] such that fn -+ f in LP[O, T; V]. Let un 
denote the unique solution of (1.1) with f replaced by fn ; cf. Theorem 1. From 
Lemma l(i) we have 
u,,+r*u,+ 1 *&un=fn+r*fn. (5.20) 
Let T,, be such that jo’(l 1 r(t)/ dt ,( w/2c1 . Multiply (5.20) by &‘u, and use 
(Al), (&A, and .f? U *@‘u, 9 dun] ds > 0, along with II r * u IILP(O,To,V) < 
II r lIL~(o.~o) II u IILP(~,T~,v) to derive 
where the constant c depends on T,, and the L1 norm of r(t). This inequality 
implies that {u,}~=_, is bounded in Lp[O, T, ; V]. From (A,) we may infer that 
(S~U,),“=, is also bounded in LP’[O, T,, ; v’]. Standard arguments now allow us 
to infer that (un}~-i and {-c4u,}~=i are also bounded in LP[O, T; I’] and 
LP’[O, T; V’], respectively, once we have shown that {Jbr”a(t - s) Au,(s) ds}zzl 
is bounded in LP[O, T, V]. To verify this use Lemma I(i) to show that 
CJ; Au&) ds),L is bounded in Le[O, T, ; V], and then integrate j? a(t - s) 
Au,(s) ds by parts. Since LP[O, T; V] is a reflexive Banach space with dual 
LP’[O, T; v’], we may extract a subsequence {u,,}z=i from {u,)~=r , which for 
notational convenience we denote by {un}rzl , such that 
u, - u in Lp[O, T; V], &‘u, - w in LP’[O, T, V’]. 
Clearly u and w satisfy 
(5.22) 
u(t) + 1’ a(t - s) w(s) ds = f(t). 
‘0 
(5.23) 
It remains to be shown that w = &u and that the solution is uniqTue. Since A? 
is maximal monotone (Lemma 5), w = a!24 will follow if liZi,,,,, Jo0 [un - urn , 
&u, - @‘u,J ds < 0; cf. [2, Lemma 1.3, p. 421. Since u, and fn satisfy (1 .l) we 
have 
u,-uU,+a*(~u,--u,)=f,-f,,. (5.24) 
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Multiplying (5.24) by du, - &u,~ and using the monotonicity of d and the 
uniform bound on the L”’ norms of &u, , we have 
From Lemma 4 and (5.16) we have 
Multiplying (5.24) by &u, - &u,,, again and using (5.26) and limn.m+m 
llfn -A II~p~O.T.V) = 0 give En,,,,, Ji [u, - u,, , dun - ~GJ ds < 0. Thus 
w=du. 
To establish uniqueness let o be another solution of (1.1). We then derive, 
since u and ‘u both satisfy (1 .l), 
u-w+u*((du-dw)=O. (5.27) 
Hence, since ~2 is monotone, 
1 t [a * (du - &J), du - dc] ds < 0, O<t<T. (5.28) 
‘0 
From Lemma 4, (5.12), we now conclude 
1 r,” (du - dv) ds 1 = 0, 0 < t f  T. (5.29) 
Thus Au(t) = Aa a.e., and from (5.27), u(t) = v(t) a.e. 
Before finishing this section with the proof of Theorem 4 we need the following 
result. 
LEMMA 6. Let a(t) satisfy (ai) and a(O) = 1. Let Lu = $ a(t - s) u(s) ds, 
where u(t) is a scalar valued function. Then the map (I + (l/e) L)-l is uniformZy 
bounded a a map from Lp[O, T] into itself for E > 0. 
Proof. Let w, = (I + (l/e)L)-‘f, i.e., V, + (l/e) CI *a, = f .  It is easy to 
show that v, must then satisfy 
v,(t) = f(t) -- q 1” +(f (s) + a’ * ZJJ ds 
‘0 (5.30) 
= f  - R, *f - R, * (a’ * v,), 
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where &(t) = C-“/~/C. We note that /I Rc [JLl(,,,cc) = 1. Let T,, be such that 
]I a’ ]jL~(s,r,) < 4. Then we have 
Thus V, , E > 0, is uniformly bounded inL.P[O, T,], and by standard arguments 
vC , E > 0, must then be uniformly bounded in LP[O, T]. 
Proof of Theorem 4. We again assume without loss of generality that a(O) = 1. 
Let u, be the solution to 
u$> + &U,(t) + a * AH@) =&@), O<t,(S, (5.32) 
where fE EL?[O, 6; H] nD[O, 8; VJ and f6 -+ f in LPfO, 6; VJ. By using the 
Yosida approximate of A, it is not hard to show that (5.32) has a solution for 
each E > 0. 
We give an easy proof of this fact which is valid for p > 2; cf. [ 1, Theorem 31. 
We rewrite (5.32) as 
(c + L)-lu, + d&4, = (c + L)-1 fE . (5.33) 
Since u(t) is of positive type on [0,6], (C + L)-l is a continuous maximal mono- 
tone operator defined on all ofL2[0, 6; H]. Thus (6 + L)-l + dH is also maximal 
monotone on P[O, 8; HJ, and, since dH is coercive (this follows from (As) and 
p > 2), (5.33) will have a solution. 
Dropping the subscript H in (5.32) and multiplying by &uE we have, since 
a(t) is of positive type, 
f” (u, , du,> ds + E 1” I Au, I2 ds < j-’ <fc , J%‘u~) ds (5.34) 
0 0 0 
Using (A,) and (A,) we have 
Thus G&>o is bounded in Lp[O, 6; V], {&J2 ,c4u,},,, is bounded in L2[0, 8; H], 
and {&u~}~,~ is bounded in Lp’[O, 6; V’]. Solving (5.32) for G&‘u~ we have 
du, = (I + (l/C) L)-1 (A - u,). (5.35) 
Lemma 6 allows us to conclude that (EMU&, is uniformly bounded in 
L*[O, 6; V]. By picking subsequences we may assume 
u, - 24 in Lp[O, 6; V], &u, - w in Lp’[O, 6; V’], 
a * &u, - a * w in Lp’[O, 6; V’], csZu, - 0 in Lp[O, 6; V]. 
(5.36) 
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The last limit follows from the fact that E&U, converges strongly to zero in 
L*[O, 6; H], and hence its weak limit in Lp[O, 8; V] must also be zero. Let 
v6 = u, + l ZZU, . Then si [vG , ZZZU,] ds is a bounded set of real numbers and we 
may therefore assume (by taking a subsequence) that si [vE , G?UJ ds + Z, We 
now show that I < $ [u, w] ds. Subtracting (5.32) from itself, replacing u, + &IA, 
by v, , and multiplying by CZ’U, - &u, , we have for E, 17 > 0, 
J *’ [q - v,, , du, - dun] ds < jO’ [f< -fn , Ccrzu, - ~a%,] ds. (5.37) 0 
Taking the limit first as 17 --f 0 and then as E + 0 we get 
1 = hi j” [vE , duJ ds < j” [u, zu] ds. 
0 0 
We now show that (5.38) implies 
(5.38) 
(5.39) 
This in turn implies that w = .&‘u; cf. [2, Lemma 1.3, p. 421. To show (5.39), 
we have for any 01 > 0 an co such that if 0 < E < co, then 
s 
o* [u, + ES&, , z-h,] ds = j” [q , &‘uJ ds < j6 [u, w] ds + ci. (5.40) 
0 0 
Thus, since [Au,(t), AuJt)] = (Au,(t), Au,(t)) > 0, we have 
from which (5.39) follows. The above argument shows that (1.1) has a solution 
on [0, 61; to see that this solution may be extended to all of [0, T], one argues 
as in Theorem 3. 
We remark that if A is strictly monotone, i.e., [u - a, Au - r2v] = 0 
implies u = v, then the solution to (1.1) will be unique. 
6. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 5 AND 6 
Proof of Theorem 5. By Theorem 1, (1.1) has a unique solution u(t) satisfying 
(2.2) for every T > 0. To prove (iv), differentiate (1 .l) and use the resolvent 
function to write (4.44) without the subscript n. Multiplying by u(t) and inte- 
grating we get 
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+ I u(W + w 1’ II WI” ds 
0 
< Ml + M, (J’,’ II 44ll” df” 
-t (\‘ar[r; 0, t] - r(0)) 1’ I u(s)/’ ds, O<t<co. 
0 
Since r(t) is positive and nonincreasing we have 
-;. _ I u(t)12 + Q 1’ II NW ds 
‘0 
< Ml + M2 (if II u(s)llp ds)? 0 < t < co. 
Thus it follows that 
f f  E LP[O, co; V] n L”[O, co; HJ 
By (A;), (4.14), and a’ EL’(O, co) we have 
Au, u’ ED’[O, co; V’]. 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
The fact that u ELP[O, co; V] and U’ ELP’[O, co; V’] implies I] u(t)l/, -+ 0 as 
t + co, since we also have u E LP[O, co ; v’]. To prove (v), differentiate (1.1) and 
use the resolvent function to write (4.21) without the subscript n. Multiplying 
by u(t) and integrating we again obtain (6.1) since Y  EL*‘(O, a~) under our 
hypotheses. Now the proof proceeds exactly as before. 
Proof of Theorem 6. Multiplying (1.1) by &u, using (A;), (A;), and a(t) of 
positive type we have 
Thus letting T + co we get 
II 4 L~[o.cc;Y] G + IJfllL”[O.GY] * (6.6) 
To show that u(t) - f(t) + 0 in V’ as t 4 co we note that $, a(t - s) Au(s) ds E 
L*[O, co; V]. Moreover a’ EG(O, co) implies that the derivative of this term 
lies in LP’[O, co; v’]. Hence u(t) - f(t) = li a(t - s) Au(s) ds is uniformly 
continuous in v’, and must therefore tend to zero as t -+ CO. 
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7. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. Let V = Weep, h w ere Q is a smooth bounded region in PP. 
Let H = L*(Q). Define A: V-+ V’ by 
[w, Au] = c j” -4,(x, II ,..., ZPu) D%(x) dx, 
lalqw R 
(7.1) 
where the A, are real-valued functions defined on Q x ,!I%“, measurable in x for 
each fixed y  EIW~, and continuous in y  for each x E Q. The functions A, also 
satisfy the following inequalities: 
I -4,(x, y)l < k,(x) + c I Y lY--l, k, ELP’(Q), c > 0, 
Conditions (7.2) guarantee that A is a maximal monotone operator from V to 
1” = TV-1f3*~‘(s2) satisfying (A,) and (A,). We have assumed that p > 
max( 1,2n/(n + 2m)) to ensure that IV, myP(SZ) c-+E’(Q). If  p does not satisfy this 
constraint then we let V = Weep n L*(Q). Then the norm on V is the sum 
of the IV~*” and L2 norm. In this case the operator A satisfies conditions (AJ and 
(Aa) where cp(u) is the Wryp norm. In particular, Theorems I-4 guarantee the 
existence and uniqueness of solutions to the Volterra equation 
u(% t) - jot (1 + t - ~)-l/~(l u,(x, s)\- u,(x, s))~ ds = f(x, t) (7.3) 
for p > 1, a < x < b, and t > 0 under the appropriate assumptions on f(x, t). 
With regard to Theorem 6 our next example shows that u(i) - f(t) need not 
approach a limiting value in I’ as t + 00. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 1’ = H,1(0, P), H = L2[0, x]. Let a(t) = 1, and -4: Y---f I” 
be defined by [v, Au] = JE o’(x) U’(X) dx, i.e., Au = -zi’. Then one easily 
checks that A satisfies (A;) and (AL) for p = 2. Define f(t) by 
f(t) = g(t) f *, 
Tl=l 
(7.4) 
where g(t) = xr==, kxk(t), and xr is the characteristic function of the interval 
[k - 1/k4, k]. Then f(t) E V for each t, 
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Jrn IIf(~)l12 dt = + 15 (f + $1 if= / g(t)12 dt < co. 
0 la=1 0 
The solution of u + 1 * Au = f is given by 
u(t) = C u,(t) sin nx, (7.5) 
TZ=l 
where 
u,(t) = -@$ - I’ e-‘+)g(s) ds. 
0 
Thus 
u(t) - f(t) = -,F, [so’ e-ne(l-s)g(s) ds] sin nx. (7.6) 
Evaluating at t = i we have, for large values of i, 
(7.7) 
_ (i + 1) enai + 132 
>-f 
e2n~w-o 
8 -.a n2(en’ - 1)4 
[ieins(en’ - 2)12 
12-t 
+2 -f 
e2n7e"s - q2 
n2(en’ - 1 4 n--i8 > 
for some positive constant c. Since i2 ~~z=ia (l/n2) --t 1 as i -+ a~ we have that 
u(t) - f(t) does not converge to zero in V as t + 00. 
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